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Value Proposition/USP
A wide range of clinical areas are depended on data and information from patients(ie. Symptom scoring, medicine adherence and 
questionnaires). Todays solutions deliver poor data quality that cannot be validated by clinicians. Journl not only enables clinicians to 
receive validated digital data from patients on an ongoing basis, it also gives automated feedback via machine learning algorithms to 
patients that makes them more knowledgeable about their affliction but also gives them the ability to act on that knowledge to 
become a better and more motivated patient.

Business Opportunity/Objective/Commercial Perspectives
We have so far specialized in treatment of Hemophilia, Incontinence and cancer, but working on broadening our reach to include 
rheumatology, neurology, COPD and diabetes. Our questionnaire product is relevant for all clinical areas in hospitals. Journl is compatible 
with HL7/FHIR and CE marked for easy export to other EU countries.

Technology Description/Technology Summary
Journls platform includes a cross platform native app for patients and a webinterface for clinicians. Behind the two interfaces is a generic
backend which enables us to quickly and at low cost customize care plans and questionnaires for new clinical areas. Our patient feedback
component is based on machine learning algorithms enabling feedback that actually makes a difference in patient outcomes.

Development Phase/Current State
We have just finished a national test with hemophilia patients and are currently in the planning phase for tests within incontinens and 
cancer. We have a working platform ready to scale in Denmark and the EU.
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Seeking
• Partner/Research Collaboration
• Funding/Investors

Journl
- Unites Patient and Clinician

Digital and ICT

Invention ID: DI01

What makes
Journl Unique

- Feedback to Patients
- Motivating Patients
- Empowering Patients
- Creating Dialogue

The Solution
Journl’s generic CE-marked & HL7/FHIR 
compliant digital registration platform. 

The Challenge
Clinicians cannot trust their paper
based patient reported data today. 
Often causing wasted consultations
at the hospital

73,5% 
Reduction in 
erros
compared to 
paper

Patient Reported
Outcomes with 

patient feedback

DKK 6.700.000
Expected reduction in Medicine
cost per clinic (Haemophilia)
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